Active Share
As an investor you are often paying fees to have your money managed, but how do you know that the
service you are paying for is being provided? “Active Share” can give you this information by scoring the
degree of active management.
Active share is a relatively new calculation1 and provides a measurement of whether or not a portfolio
“hugs” an index or not, which is an indication of how actively a portfolio is being managed.
An active share of 0% is a portfolio that precisely matches the index. Therefore a portfolio with a low active
share contains many of the stocks held in the index and can be considered to be passively managed by a
“closet-indexer”.
A portfolio that has an active share of more than 60% can be considered to be actively managed as its
holdings mirror the index to a far lesser extent – a 60% (or more) difference. This indicates that the portfolio
manager is managing the fund independently of the index, finding his or her own investment ideas to put
into the fund.
Pender’s Active Share Scores
It should be noted that Pender manages concentrated portfolios of between 10-40 names, which gives our
scores a headstart, when being compared to funds with hundreds of holdings.
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Where necessary, Pender has used a proxy ETF in place of a benchmark index to calculate active share.
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